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INTRODUCTION : 

The concept 21h40 design by POOLOOP company is without a doubt the the most innovative aquatic 
Floor ever made and already available. We will change the market drastically. Our floor provides the 
best performance available amongst all alternatives with its own series of unique features that allows 
for an extremely competitive advantage. 
Our concept co-developed with ASB Systembau Horst Babinsky GMBH. A company with more than 50 
years of experience in field of innovation and especially in the Glassfloor industry. 
With references publicly accessible and in a strategically ideal position for global distribution, POOLOOP 
is now in a position to expand its global activities and reach to truly change the market for the better.  
This strategy plan sets out to explain our product, the company, the requirements to successfully 
change the market and create a global demand and the financial resources required to do so.  
The product we have will change the way we think about flooring, leading the way into a 
multifunctional and sustainable future.  
Be part of this transformational process and dive into an extraordinary bath of light  

WHAT OUR CONCEPT IS MADE OF 

Our solution is the most advanced flooring system in the world. It’s unique aluminium substructure 
and is own patented custom-made surface of the glass, as well as our IP65 LED panels delivers a floor 
that is ideal for all aquatic environment. The floor meets all requirements for EN 14904 for example. 
The properties of the glass offers far more options than just an normal floor. It can be switched on/off 
or changed upon demand. Videos, visual effects,  are only a small example of the numerous 
possibilities the floor can exhibit. The whole surface can be turned into one big screen. The possibilities 
for presentation and advertising are more versatile and innovative than ever. At the same time the 
floor has maintenance requirements far lower than any other flooring surface. The floor is made from 
tempered safety glass and can withstand enormous impacts and weights. The panels are made from 2 
specially treated glass panels held together by a 1.52 mm PVB safety layer. The glass panels can be 
produced to a size up to 2 x 3 meters. This is why in 2007 our partner have been able to install the first 
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open air full glass squash court with a glass floor on a cruise ship, withstanding the impact of sea 
water, UV insolation and perpetual movement. Over the years the floor is still without any damages or 
any traces of wear and tear. 

The specially designed surface of our glass undergoes several special treatments to achieve ideal 
elasticity, friction and reflection of light. After years of extensive testing we have reached a result 
where the floor does not reflect too much to be a distraction, but still gives a slight reflection which 
compares to the effect tiles has on the eye. Also deflection and friction off the floor achieve better 
anti slip results than conventional floors. The floor is certified as per the international requirements of 
the EN 14904. The same treatment that ensures the dim reflection also causes scratches to remain 
near invisible. Our solution can be supplied with a reflective or matt surface and in addition to any 
possible colour we can also supply the floor with printed graphics. No matter what your project is, the 
POOLOOP team with more than 35 years of experiences in world  of glassfloor, pools construction and 
project management construction will execute every project to a very high standard and go above and 
beyond to ensure that every client is left satisfied. 

To date we sucessfully created 2 pools one in INOX and one in CONCRETE and we are working on 
various project all around the world. After being in daily use for more than 2 years the floor has shown 
NO signs of ageing, no leaks and LEDs damages. As a potential investor you are welcome to visit our 
offices and our showroom in the heart of provence to validate this statement.  

Next to the engineered sports floor we are also planning a tile system for direct installation on screed 
or a semi-engineered installation system and we aim to tackle the Spa market, where the outstanding 
properties (anti-slip, LED installations, ability to use all cleaners and the ease of cleaning) offer unique 
features to a market always looking to impress. 

APPLICATIONS : 

The floor is made from glass and can also be used in different environment. The glass is able to 
withstand all natural external influences humidity, UV insolation, sea water, vibration etc. In addition, 
the grip of the floor can be adjusted to offer the ideal surface in potentially wet or slippery conditions. 
The slip resistance of the floor can be adjusted by changing the size, number and intensity of the 
ceramic anti slip dots. Through LED installations under the floor, the designer can create great effects 
such as indirect illumination or contouring steps in an elevated area. 

Our solution can be also Design flooring in commercial or residential buildings and also Spa areas…etc 

The great look, low maintenance and long lifetime of the floor make the product also very appealing 
for commercial or residential  buildings. The application of different LED design elements like hidden 
guidance systems, lines, customised RGB colour logos, full colour digital print under the floor and 
under floor screens allow for great and interactive design as well as innovative ways for advertising and 
the creation of atmospheric well being.  
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TECHNICALS DETAILS : 

The glass : The Glass is a 2 layer VSG SECURIT ® laminated safety glass. Each glass layer is 12mm thick 
for pools and 5 mm thick for sauna/hammam…Both layers are connected with a PVB foil, 1.52mm 
thick. The glass is extremely flexible, more flexible than any flooring product. The glass floor, when 
supported by two studs with a distance of 1m, bends 20mm under a 50 kg load and 45mm under a 
100 kg load.  

The surface: Our surface is etched safety glass. The etching prevents reflection of lights (hot spots) and 
objects. This provides ideal conditions for antislip norm complainces. The glass additionally features 
burned-in ceramic dots that provide the right friction. The density, height and size of these dots can 
be varied as desired. The floor performs at the rougher end of these norms whilst still. This 
configuration also performed 40% better under wet conditions than tested standard surfaces.  

The sub-floor : In order to achieve ideal resistance to water pressure, we co-developed an engineered 
sub-floor consisting of a grid of flat aluminium belts that act as a double spring. The glass is installed 
on polyamide bearings on top of the elastic double layer subfloor. The combination of sub-floor and 
glass allows for equal elasticity and shock absorption across the entire surface. The elasticity values and 
shock absorption values achieve the EN standard for sports flooring.  

The floor can be installed directly on top of a concrete base floor and/or insulation material. No screed 
is necessary. With an expected lifetime of more than 70 years, access to maintenance parts is a must-
have feature. 

Semi translucence : One of the technological key assets of the product is the semi translucence of the 
GlassFloor. The floor gets its colour from a printed foil with an included diffuser that is applied to the 
bottom of the glass. This foil can be printed in the full size of the glass panels. The results of several 
years of testing and R&D have brought us to these methods that allow for the floor to be non see-
through, but the light from our installed LED panels can shine through upon demand, offering a 
homogeneously lit up surface where the light channels are installed underneath there are no individual 
LEDs visible. 

Joints: The joints is a special designed silicon in the colour of the floor surface to close the gaps 
between the glass panels (2-3mm). It is a quite standard solutions use to joint bottom pool glassfloor 
or  glass side wall to the pools. During a long-term testing phase, our partner Otto Chemie has helped 
us to develop ideal silicon, perfect for the GlassFloor. The silicon has an average life long expectancy of 
8 - 12 years and is the only component which does not survive the expected 70 years life expectancy.  
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SUB STRUCUTRE : 
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DATASHEET : 
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WORK FROM PLANNING TO INSTALLATION : 

The marketing and sales activities are executed and controlled from our HQ in Marseille, France and 
within the HQ for our partner ASB GlassFloor in Stein, Germany. Once a client sends an enquiry, we 
contact the client within a short notice. We analyse the client’s requirements and suggest possible 
solutions. At this point we require floor plans and further details about the installation. Once the 
parameters of a project are clear, we sends a quotation, sometimes with several optional features. We 
can provide all necessary plans during the specification and planning phase. 

Often the client wants to visit one of our installations or our showroom in France. We encourage 
everyone to analyse the floor for themselves. A client should see and feel the technological 
advantages of the floor. We welcome potential clients or their architects to visit us here Alternatively 
we will try and arrange a visit at another installation.  

If the project is to go ahead, all gathered project information is forwarded to our technical department 
for the creation of shop drawings. The project management team send the plans back and forth to 
the client until the final version is agreed upon. Once the plans are signed off, the production 
processes are initiated. All materials are collected and sent to the installation site.  

Once on site, ASB supervisors carry out the installation with the aid of local helpers. The installation of a 
32 m² pool floor takes approximately 5 working days, but can be sped up with the availability of ideal 
handling equipment and more supervisors.  

Tax and customs: please note that in many countries our solution can be imported with 0% customs 
fees. Please contact us for further details. 

MAINTENANCE :  

The GlassFloor surface is etched glass with burnt in ceramic dots. Glass and ceramic are very resilient 
and long-lasting materials. Therefore the floor brings maintenance advantages that are unseen in 
other flooring products. The glass is resistant to most substances and cleaning solutions. Due to the 
etching, small scratches that can occur even on the toughened glass surface are hardly visible. 

The only maintenance work is the exchanging of Silicon every 10 to 12 years. A 8x4 meter pool can be 
exchanged within 2 days by a 2-man team.  

Replacement of glass panels :Any ASB GlassFloor panel can easily be removed in just a couple of hours. 
Initially the silicon joint is cut open and the glass panels is removed by four people using glass suction 
cups (supplied with the floor). This also works in case a panel breaks, since the glass is laminated safety 
glass and keeps its integrity even after one panel is damaged. A new panel can be installed easily into 
the open slot. Once the panel is installed the joints are resealed with a new silicon joint. The silicon 
requires 2 weeks of drying time after the application, however the floor can temporarily be used 
without the gaps being sealed and the sealing can be done over night.  

Maintenance of LED technology : In case some of the LED technology needs maintenance or replacing, 
is easily accessible due to our construction system and can be replaced within minutes. 
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TENDER SPECIFICATIONS : 

Panels made from laminated safety glass with a special matt finish and burned in ceramic dots laid out 
on an elastic double swing aluminium substructure with LED Panels, switched on/off with a 
touchscreen. 

A  Technical Standards : 

Glass: 
SGG STADIP laminated safety glass panels made of two tempered safety glass panels connected by a 
1.52 mm thick PVB foil. From 5 mm to 12 mm tempered safety glass. 
 
Glass Surface: 
Special etching on the upper surface of the glass panels provides a matt finish and prevents light 
reflection. Burned in ceramic dots provide the required slip resistance  
 
Substructure: 
Aluminium double swing substructure. The structure consists of a grid of double swing beams on 
pillars. The grid comes with small polyamide blocks, where the glass connects with the elastic sub-
structure.  
 
Joints 
The joints are filled with silicon. 

B  Technical Description  
 
The double swing aluminium substructure and the custom-made glass panels offer all features that 
are required for a floor with regard to shock absorption, vertical deformation, rebound, load under EN 
14904.  Allow for a standard floor height of 120 mm. The glass panels can be produced up to a size of 
1.9 x 2.9 m  

C Performance 

Shock absorption: 
ø 65%, this meets EN 14904:2006 (min 55%, max 75%)  
ø 55.6% according to DIN V-18032 2 (min 40%, max 60%) 

Vertical deformation: 
ø 3.9mm, this meets EN 14904:2006 (min 2.3mm, max 5.0mm ) 

Behaviour under rolling load: 
1500N, No damage. This meets EN 14904:2006 

D Sub-floor Requirements 

1. Level Floor 
No more than 10mm height differences over a radius of 5m.  

2. Non-level floor 
The substructure is supplied with height-adjustable pillars to create a perfectly level surface. 
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There are various ways of installing the ASB GlassFloor. The cross cut shows our standard set-up for 
floor. However, we offer different designs for the sub floor, depending on weight load and LED 
requirements. If the base floor is not a straight laser level floor we offer a height adjustable system 
that allows for uneven surfaces to be levelled out up to a difference of 35mm. The adjustable system 
has a minimum build up of 120mm from the base floor. If required we can design a modular system 
for fast and flexible installation for a portable floor or exhibition floor. All LEDs can be ready installed 
and the different elements of the subfloor need only be connected by screws and one plug per 
element. The minimum build up from the base floor to the finished floor level is 150mm. Our  
technical department is happy to assist in all design processes and will always deliver the required plans 
/ drawings for the approval of the client prior to the manufacturing process.  

CONTACTS DETAILS  

21h40 Projects is designed and produced by POOLOOP SAS  
Adress : 8 allée Léon Gambetta, place de l’innovation. 13001 Marseille, France 
Tel : 0033 491118 898  
Mail : info@pooloop.com / info@21h40.com 
Web : www.21h40.com 
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